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Ground Zero Rallies
Seek Weapons Freeze
United Press International

Joc Cavarelta

UNM nui'Sing student Wendy Dinner signs her 1111me to e petition opposing nut:INT prol/fer•tlon •s
P•t WerhneT of GTound Zero looks on. Thlsls Ground ZeTo week throughout the countTY •ndgroups
such •s this one will be sponsoring events to lnfol'm the pub/It: •bout the dilnl/fiTS •nd effects of
nuciNT

w•'·

Ground 'kro Observance To End in Seminar
Michaelle Myers
UNM will conclude its ob·
servation of national Ground Zero
Week today with a seminar series in
Mitchell Hall.
The lecture at 3:30 p.m. in room
122 will feature Dr. Lloyd Jeff
Dumas, author of "'Armamen-

/,Disarmament and Notional

Security: A Theoretical Duopoly will also be featured in this final
Model of the Arms Race". Dumas presentation.
is associate professor of political
The Ground Zero organization
economy at the University of Texas draws.,its name from :the point of
at Dallas.
detonation of a nuclear weapon.
Gwenyth Lewis, founder of the The group has coordinated a series
World Peacemakers organization in of nationwide activities for the
New Mexico, and Dr.Ted Davis, of purpose of educating the public on
_Physicians for Social responsibility the horrors of nuclear war.

Americans rallied across the
country Monday ~ passing out
pamphlets at the Boston Marathon
and singing folk ~ongs in Louisville,
Kentucky - as part of a weeklong
Ground Zero demonstration to
educate people about the horrors of
nuclear war.
Organizers addressed a lunchhour crowd across the street from
the White House in Washington,
and announced plans for a huge
rally in New York City they hope
would attract 500,000 people.
About 350 colleges and
universities planned Ground Zero
activities this week.
Ground Zero is a non-partisan
group trying to develop a grassroots
push to prevent nuclear war. Its
name is based on a military term for
the point of a nuclear detonation.

issue · drew little response in
LaFayette Square.
Gerald Schneider, a Libertarian
party candidate for the Maryland
legislature, addressed a scattered
crowd, Across the park, a chess
game drew more onlookers than the
Ground Zero event.
"There is no need to increase the
number of offensive warheadll,''
Schneider said, speaking through a
small hand-held bullhorn while
Ground Zero supporters passed out
calendars for a .host of town
meetings and other events aimed at
raising the issue of the threat of
nuclear war.
Organizers said a peace march
and rally calling for a freeze on
nuclear weapons will try to attract
500,000 demonstrators to New
York City's Central Park from
religious, labor, women's, civil
rights and peace organizations
across the county.

About 200 people showed up for
a rally in downtown Louisville.
They sang antinuclear and folk
songs and placed a stone tablet in a
small park area as symbolic
designation of the center of a
potential nuclear blast.

The rally, sponsored by more
than 100 organizations, will take
place June 12 to. coincide with the
United Nations's special session on
disannament.

In Washington, a group of
protesters gathered across the street
from the White House to show
opposition to the nuclear arms
buildup.
Nearby, a Hyde Park-style
speaker's corner on the nuclear

"We hope that everyone participating in the Ground Zero
teach-ins this week will end with a
call to come to New York for the
march," said Moe Foner, one of
the members of the coalition
organizing the rally.

Very Large Array .Views Fine Details of Space
Len Olson

there is an interesting object;
maybe a galaxy, a quasar or a
star that may be active," he
said.
All the antennas then observe
the object for a period of time,
which can be as long as 12
hours., depending on the
strength of the radio source. The
individual signals are then
correlated to produce a contour
map or a false color map of the
radio source. The false color
map uses different colors to
represent different levels of
radiation instead of contour
lines.
"The advantage of this VLA
over just a single telescope is its
ability to see very fine details
and structure.
"Effeetively, you get a picture
of this object in the sky at raido
frequencies with a resolution
that would e comparable to
having a single dish (antenna)
that covered· the entire area
(approximately 30' miles),''
Burns said·.
11
So, you get a very sensitive
observation and a high
resolution picture. In fact, better
resolution that can be obtained
with the largest ground-based
optical telscopes, u he said.
The radio observation looks
nothing like the optical obsetvation ofa ga)axy. '
Centaurus A, Which is the
closest radio galaxY> is an
elliptical galaxy composed of
billions ·of sUtJS; gas and dust.
The galaxy is a Southern

A bunch of radar antennas
doting the landscape is not what
many would consider a
telescope, but the Very Large
Array radio telescope in
southern New Mexico near
Soccoro is essentially justthat.
Dr. Jack Bums, assistant
professor of physics and
astronomy at UNM, is conducting observations with the
VLA of active galaxies. These
galaxies have very active centers
and chartnel out large amounts
of energy into inter-galactic
space, he said.
"It (the VLA) is the biggest
and best telescope of its kind
anywhere in the world," Burns
said. "We're fortunate to have
it right here in New Mexico~"
The New Mexico site was
chosen for the $7S million
facility (which, was completed
under budget) because of the
large, . flat .. area of the San
Agustin plairl; the altitude,
which eliminates some of the
water vapor which interferes
with the observations and the
overall good weather conditions,
Burns said.
He said; ''Basically what it is,
is a total of 27 antennas ........
individually they look like radar
antennas ......... about 2S meters itt
diameter and something like 85
feet high.
1
'What hatJpens is that each
one ofthose antennas points. to a
certain section of the sky where
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Hemisphere object and can only
be seen for a short time in New
Mexico each night, Bums said.
The optical picture resembles
a large football of starlight. The
corresponding radio picture
shows a radio source at the very
center, then a thin line of
emision called a jet, coming out
one side of the nucleus and
feeding into an area onthe north
side of the galaxy, which is
called a lobe, he said. Although
there is also a southern lobe,
there is no southern jet.
"Some explosions or series of
explosions inside these galaxies
are releasing fantastic quantities
of energy. That energy seems to
be. channeled out along these
radio jets and deposited into
inter-galactic space, and they
radiate.
"The energy is in 'terms .of
what ate called relativistic.
particle& - very high energy·
electrons -- --and . magnetic
\fields that are being ejected out
of the galaxies. When the
electrons encounter the magnetic
field they ptoduce radio
radiation. That's actually what
we're seeing;'' Burns said,
What is observed With the
radio telescope is a higher energy
phenomenon than light, which is
the optical observation. he said.
"l think you can begin to
appreciate the fact that by just
looking at an optical picture of a
galaxy you don't get the whole
story at all about the energetics.
You need to look at optical,

radio, and in some cases, x-ray
emissions as well to see different
regions within the galaxy that
could be hidden at just optical
wavelengths alone,'' he said.
Bums said these ~bservations
indicate that there is an
.. engine" of some kind in the
center of Centarus· A. This·

engine is responsible for the high
levels of radio radiation observed.
But that engine is not like the
engine that we have in our own
sun which produces the heat and
light. It must be something

continued on P/1911 5

Centllurus-A glows dimly In this Tlldlo-enhllnced photo. The
con touts tltll r•dlo emissions.
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World News Roundup

High Involvement of Students Part
of Freshman Summer Orientatio11

by United Press International

Budget Proposal Will Freeze Education Funds
National News
WASHINGTON Budget
negotiators who have been meeting
for nearly a month Monday
scheduled a final negotiating
session to try to produce a compromise acceptable to both
President Reagan and House
Speaker Thomas O'Neill.
Without an agreement this week,
Senate GOP leader Howard Baker
warned, Congress will begin writing
its own budget resolution- a move
that could lead to chaotic debate in
both the Senate and House.
The negotiators arranged a final
meeting Tuesday to try to complete
a bipartisan budget compromise
that would keep the 1983 deficit,
now forecast at $180 billion, below
$100 billion.
Rep. Carl Perkins (D-Ky.),
chairman of the House Committee

on .Education and Labor, issued a
statement saying he learned House
Committee Chainnan
Budget
James Jones (D-Okla.) and administration officials have agreed,
as part of the budget compromise,
to freeze federal funeling of
education for three years.

Baker added,

SAN ANTONIO, Texas Attorney General WiUiam French
Smith said Monday tbe United
States must crack down on immigration violations by imposing
"The chances for the success of a stiff fines on employers Who hire
compromise package are still 50-50: illegal aliens.
Smith, speaking to a conference
50 percent Reagan and 50 percent
O'Neill," said Senate Finance of U.S, attorneys and the San
Committee Chairman Bob Dole, R- Antonio bar association, said illegal
aliens - an estimated 500,000 of
Kan., another of the negotiators.
whom cross the border eacb year
into
Texas alone - posed "a
Asked by reporters if a budget
agreement is needed to stimulate an national problem of alarming and
economic recovery, Baker said, "I growing dimensions.''
"Not only are American jobs lost
think there's going to be an
economic recovery anyway. I think ancl wages depressed, but the inthe economy will recover promptly visibility of so many illegal aliens
- sometime this year." A budget fosters their exploitation and inagreement could speed recovery, timidation and · denies them the
essential dignity and protections to
which ail are entitled," Smith said.
He said the Reagan administration was backing legisl&tion
that would fine employers between
$500 and $1,000 for each illegal
alien they hired. The proposals also
call for criminal penalties against
people who counterfeit Social
Security cards and birth certificates.

REPETITION

Any history teacher will tell you, "to know history is to not
repeat it." Ever since I was a young boy, I wondered why
people keep doing the some things to try and satisfy the
emptiness within. Some try sports, then academics,· then
tradition, then religion. They keep on doing the some things
that millions of others hove done with no satisfaction. They
repeat history.
Today I con testify that there is something new and satisfying. God has a purpose, something He has always longed
for in His heart. This desire in God's heart is not just for us to
receive Him, get others saved, or live a happy, peaceful life
and go to heaven. God Eternal would have a people who
ore a corporate vessel filled with all the riches of God's life
and person to live Him, express Him practically, and bring His
Kingdom into full manifestation on this earth. This is something we con live for, die for, and never regret. It is God's
eternal purpose.
David Danek

You are invited to enjoy a vital Life•
Study with Christians on Campus
Wednesday 12:00 Noon, SUD room
250-A.

WASHINGTON
The
Supreme Court refused Monday to
disturb lower court decisions giving
federal judges broad powers to
order all-white suburbs to encourage the movement of blacks
into their neighborhoods.
Acting in a major housing
discrimination controversy, the
justices rejected without comment
an appeal by the Cleveland suburb
of Parma, Ohio. Parma claimed its
racial isolation stemmed not from
discrimination but historic and
economic
factors
and
"associational preferences" of
blacks and whites.
In another major action M onday, the justices said they will
review the dispute over whether
private schools that practice racial
discrimination should enjoy tax
exemptions.
The court said it will hear a test
case next fall on the issue involving
Bob Jones University of Greenville,
S.C. and the Goldsboro (N.C.)

Christian Schools .. The justices
might not rule on the issue until
early next year,
In other actions, the court also:
-P~omised to resolve a conflict
over postal rate hikes. The court
will review tlie division of rate
increases among different classes of
mail.
-Agreed to consider the case of
a Missouri prison guard who was
ordered to pay $30,000 in damages
for placing a young inmate in a cell
where he was beaten and sexually
assaulted.
-Declined to hear a free speech
dispute in which a ljcenseel Nevada
brothel challenged a state law
barring it from advertising in parts
of the state where prostitution is
illegal.

TUSKEGEE, Alabama A
2,000-mile civil rights march on
Washington reminiscent of the
1960s pushed off Monday with
black leaders calling for a permanent extension of the Voting
Rights Act and an end to
Reaganomics.
The Rev. Joseph Lowery, head
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, was joined
by the Rev. Jesse Jackson and other
civil rights activists in a news
conference launching the march.
They say it may conclude with
another Resurrection City-type
encampment in Washington.
The leaders said blacks are being
denied their voting rights and are
the victims of President Reagan's
economic policies. They also
claimed Reagan's plan to boost
military spending is being paid for
through the suffering of the poor
and aged.
They said the marchers will
conduct voter registration drives as
they move across Alabama,
Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina and Virginia. They are
due to reach Washington in late
June orearlyJuly.
AUGUSTA, Georgia - A U.S.
magistrate refused to set bond
Monday for an unemployed
Hungarian-born man accused of
paying a Soldier for classified
defense information he planned to
give the Hungarian intelligence

service.

IT TAKES MORE
. THAN BRAINS

TO GO TO COLLEGE.

I~ ta~es money. For tuition, rootn and board, and books. And that's just
the begmmng.
To help meet the~e.co~ts, the Army.p~oudly introduces the Army
College Fund. You can Jom tt, ~pon qualifymg, when you join the Army.
. For every d~llar you put m, Uncle Sam puts in five. Or tnore. So,
after JUst two years m the Army, you can have up to $15,200 tor college. After
three years, up to $20, 100.
Call f<;>r your free copy of tpe Army College Fund booklet It could
be the. mos~lmportant boOk you ve ever read. Call toll free 800~423~ 3673.
In Califomta, 800~282~5864.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
SSG DEBBIE BARKER
266-5345

Otto Attilta Gilbert, SO, an
American citizen since 1962, was
arrested Saturday after he allegedly
handed Army Warrant Officer
Janos Szmolka $4,000 for several
classified documents and film
cassettes in a blue bag.
Szmolka immediately informed
his Army superiors of the contact.

C.atherine Jones

"I am more convinced than ever
that war in the South Atlantic
would be the greatest of tragedies
and that time indeed is running
out," Haig said.
Earlier, Argentine junta member
Brig. Gen. B11silio Lami Dozo said
the talks had produced a "working
document" that could serve as a
basis for negotiations with Britain
over the South Atlantic island
cbain.
''I wbuld not say we are closer to
peace than war, but with the help of
the United States we are nearing a
solution that will preserve
Argentina's interests," Lami Dozo
said.
However, he said, "the
Argentine sovereignty" of the
islands "is not up for discussion"
and warned the process could be
disrupted if the British fleet arrives
at the islands. Britain has said it
won't discuss sovereignty until
Argentina withdraws its troops
from the Falklands, seized April2.
British Foreign Secretary Francis
Pym told Parliament the Haig
mission "provides the best hope of
achieving a peaceful settlement"
and that Britain "shall cooperate
·
fully with his efforts."

State and Local News
SANTA FE- Members of the
High Plains Study Council have
scheduled two public meetings in
New Mexico next week to discuss
recommendations regarding the
huge but vanishing Ogallala
Aquifer.
The High Plains Ogallala
Aquifer Regional Study was
authorized by Congress in 1976 to
study the depletion of the valuable
water source and make recommendations on its future.
A tentative list of recommendations has been prepared, and
the council has scheduled meetings
in Clovis and Hobbs to discuss the
list with the public before
presenting its report to Congress.
Tile Clovis meeting begins at 7
p.m. April 27 in the Eastern New
Mexico University Town Hall
wllile the April 28 Hobbs meetin~
also begins at 7 p.m., in Watson
Hall on the New Mexico Junior
College campus.
The recommendations include
plans to replenish the aquifer by
increasing the water supply to the
area.
Water from tile Ogallala Aquifer
is used for agriculture in Colorado,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas and Nebraska. In New
Mexico, the aquifer lies under the
eastern portion of the state.

NEW YORK- Rosie Ruiz, who
was stripped of her women's
division victory in the Boston
Marathon for allegedly cheating
two years ago, was arrested
ROSWELL - Two men charged
Monday on charges of stealing
abdUcting an Ohio State
with
$60,000 from her employer, police
student
at gunpoint last week and
said:
forcing
her to drive them on a
Ruiz, 28, was arrested 30 minutes
nationwide
odyssey were arraigned
before the noon start ·of the 1982
Monday
on
federal charges of
Boston Marathon.
kidnapping
and
transporting a
Capt. James Power of the 20th
stolen car.
Precinct Detective Squad said Ruiz
U.S. Magistrate Ray Phelps set
had been sought since April S, when
of $100,000 each for Michael
bonds
her employer, Richard Stephens
·Alan
Henry,
26, andJay Dee Keel,
Inc., a real estate firm, reported she
of
Delaware,
Ohio •.
22,
both
had stolen $15,000 in cash and
A
spokeswoman
in Phelps's
$45,000 in checks.
office said the two men would be
transferred to Albuquerque later
for further proceedings before U.S.
International News
Magistrate Robert McCoy. The
men were held in Chaves County
BUI!:NOS AIRES, Argentina Jail following their arraignment.
Secretary of State Alexander Haig
The 20-year-old woman they
ended four days of talks with allegedly abelucted at gunpoint was
Argentine . officials Monday and in the care of a Baptist preacher at
headed back to Washiilg!on Fort. Sumner, N.M., where she
warning that time was running out llitchhiked Sunday after wrecking
for a peaceful solution to the het car near Vaughn, N.M,, and
Falkland Islands crisis.
fleeing her captors.
·

JoeCavaretta

Ry•n Gnum of the Grou p,opher. shocks the •udlenr:e •t the
111fPedmentel tlrtMt,. •t Rodey Hell F'ldey nlgl!t. The eat wes pel't
of the Cont:•ptlollll Southwest Perlr,mlng An:r•,les.

Committee Begins Search
The UNM Presidential Advisory
Search and Screening Committee
held its first meeting Thursday to
set its procedures for choosing
nominees to replace outgoing UNM
President William E. Davis.
Davis leaves July I to .become
chancellor of the Oregon higher
education system. John Perovich,
UNM vice president for finance,
will serve as acting president until a
new president is selected and takes
office.
The UNM Board of Regents gave
the committee an Oct. 15 deadline
for picking approximately eight
unranked nominees for the job,
with an analysis of their strengths
and weaknesses.
Tile Regents also gave a formal
charge to the 13-member search
committee, calling for a nationwide
search "designed to identify and
attract the best qualified and
available persons" to rej)lace

CauJ~Us

Davis. They instructed the committee to follow the UNM's affirmative action plan in publiczing
the vacancy and in consideration of
possible candidates.
The committee also was charged
by the Regents with developing and
publicizing criteria for measuring
candidates' qualifications and with
arranging details for final interviews.
Following tile charge from the
Regents, the committee wrote an
advertisement to be published both
locally and nationally and outlined
21 steps to be taken in the search
and screening process, including
deadlines for nominations (July I)
and applications (July 15).
Provost Emeritus Chester
Travelstead, who chairs the
committee, said all names of applicants and nominees will be kept
conficlential throughout the
process.

All incoming UNM students will
be given a chance to experience the
horrors of their freshman year in 40
minutes during the orientation
program this summer.
· "It's much more than .a student
orientation program," said Paul
Woods, assistant dean of student's.
"It bas a high involvement on the
part of the student. We offer experimental learning."
Part of the "experimental
learning" is playing the freshman
year simulation game. Prospective
UNM students choose their goals in
academic,
career, personal,
political and social areas, an.d are
given two 20 minute "semesters" to
meet them.
Woods, who is the summer
orientation coordinator said the
game gives the participants a
chance to experience the choices,
difficulties and joys of the first year
on campus.
The orientation program also
helps incoming f reshmen and
transfer students plan their
schedules, register and learn their
way around campus.
Students who atended the
orientation program last summer
found it very worthwhile, Woods
said.
About half of the participants
who attendeel the program last
summer were asked to fill out an
evaluation. Tiley were asked to rate
the orientation staff, program and
its effectiveness. Scores on a one to
five scale , with a one being the
lowest, average between 4.35 and
4.85 on the four questions.
Parents, who attended the
orientation with their sons and
daughters, were also given a chance
to rate the program. They were
asked if the program helped ease
their concerns about their child
attending UNM. On a scale of one

t

years. Wooels said it used to be
offered by the Admissions office
and by University College. The
Dean of Students took over the
program about five years ago.
Woods said he has tried to make
the program more student oriented
by making it fun and more useful.
Orientation '82 materials may be
picked up at the Dean of Students
office in Mesa Vista Hall.

MARRON HALL, Rm 131

277-565.6

Spring ~?Jr Sale .....

Benefit to Women

Trying to Enter Law School
names have been on those lists, and
Lauren Miller
One function of the UNM that's part of the .problem," slle
Women's Law Caucus is to help said.
women get into law school, said
The caucus is also working on a
second-year law student and
project with the national women's
member Laura Mason.
defense fund to set up a state wide
Mason has also been a student
liason to the State Bar Association referral service.
committees.
''This would be focused
The organization also centers on ptimarily on women's issues and
women and the law, and what it is women's problems. We would try
like for women to practice law in to develop some kind of list of
New Mexico, she said.
attorneys in the state that we can
"We try to encourage interaction refer women to when they call with
between women law students and specific problems," she said.
women attorneys in the com"Right now, as far as we know,
munity. We're having a dinner in a
couple of weeks for women at- there isn't really anything like that
torneys and caucus members to talk in the state where people can be
about some of the problems they directed to an attorney, a program
or an organization, "she said.
face," she said.
She said the State Bar
"lt's just helpful for us as Association has a limited referral
students, to bear before we go out service, but the caucus is trying to
in the world, what some of the expand the service.
experiences are of women atMason said, 'each year the caucus
torneys," she said.
tries to send several UNM
The caucus addresses women's representatives to the National
problems in the profession, sUch as Conference on Women and the
the small number of women in the Law.
Caucus member, and Student
judiciary, and to make sure more
Bar Association President, Bruce
women are appointed as judges in
Cline, said the organization
the state, she explains.
recently received $500 in funding
for
the first time by the UNM
"We're trying to find out exactly
what women are interested in being Graduate Student Association. The
judges, and make them aware of funding is a proposed bUdget to
the process that they will have to go help pay for transportation costs to
through to get their names on lists the national meeting and conthat people who make the ap- ferences, he said.
Events like luncheons, a booth at
poinurtents will kmk at. Usually,
the
annual spring fiestas, and T·
the Bar Association will recommend a certairtg name to the shirt sales also help raise fUnds for
governor, and very few women's the caucus, said Mason.

Booksale
50% off Adult
33.3% off Kids
selected titles

Recordsale
rockpopclassicaljazz

Gift & Supply Sale

UNM
BOOK
STORE

0
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to four, the average was 3.48. A
one was "no" and a four was
''definitely yes."
Woods said there would be nine
orientation program sessions offered t))is summer, Each one lasts
about one and a half days. Last
year about 30 percent of all incoming students attencled a session.
Woods said he hopes to raise the
number to 40 pe~cent this year,
Woods said he has five objectives
for the program: to familiarize the
student with the campus, to help
students meet other incoming
students, to provide them with
good academic advisement, to
prepare them psychologically for
the challenges ahead, and to inform
them of what services are available
.on campus.
The orientation program has
been offered by UNM for several
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;_Socorro Listens-------continued from page 1

An Interview with the Editor
Last week the outgoing editors of the New Mex1'co Daily Lobo claimed
your selection as the new editor was a result of the "political
manipulation" of the Student Publications Board, What do you believe
were the reasons for your selection?
Other allegations were made which said you would change the paper
into a mouthpiece forASUNM. What is your response to that and what do
you feel Is the proper relationship between a student newspaper and the
st<Jdent government groups on campus?
Do you plan on changing the focus of the paper - specifically, away
from its heavy reliance on campus politics for front-page news.?
Do yo1.1 feel your (previous?) participation in the campaign of a current
New Mexico gubernatorial candidate is a conflict of interest and will bias,
the Daily Lo.bo?
!Answer 1) The Publications Board is composed of 11 members--an
unweildY number, in the opinion of some. Representatives are composed
of four faculty, 5 ASUNM, and 2 Graduate Student Association-appointed
representatives.
I received a majority of the votes, 7, which I belillve reflects the fact that
ASUNM and GSA wanted a different LOBO,and that was what I offered
them, Neither the ASUNM or GSA representatives led me to believe that
they were supporting me because of my "politics." I canr.ot really understand how the political issue entered into this editorial consideration,
except that politics at UNM is always a hot issue.
I believe that my age, 27, and my newness to UNM made me unique
among the other candidates and that this is what led to my selection as
editor.
(Answer 2) In my opinion, the previous LOBO was heavily involved in
ASUNM politics--so much so that this newspaper lost much of its
readership. I hope to change that focus not by becoming an ASUNM
"mouthpiece" but by working with my news editor to keep ASUNM
reporting to a minimum and to careful research of a few, relevant, facts.
The students of UNM had an opportunity to vote on the "conflict of
interest" clause in the last general election at UNM. Because of the voting
results, I can only assume that these students do not mind their politicians
being writers and vice-versa. Until this is changed, I walk a tightrope.
We at UNM cannot forget that, just as we fund ASUNM (t))rough our
activity fees), so ASUNM funds us. I should love to work on a paper which
did not have any relationship whatsoever to ASUNM or any other student
government group on campus. But I cannot forget that ASUNM and GSA
help to fund the LOBO. This puts me in the position of both ASUNM
watchdog and a lobbyist for ASUNM monies.
!Answer 3) Yes.
(Answer 4) I believe that a student's Interest in and support of any
candidate for office is beneficial, not detrimental, to his or her education. It
is one excellent way to find out as much as you can about a candidate who
may one day be running the state,
I have not worked for any political candidate since the Ward Meetings. I
intend to .interview as many political candidates as possible during the
interim before the general elections.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

SAID. 'TI-lE fbSSI61~1rt~ DO NOT 'eXIST."!'

Letters
Dear Editor,
In your editorial, uwomen in the
80s, 0 you wrote that uwomen have
become extremists.'' This caused
me to recall something that the late
Dr. Martin Luther King wrote in his
Letter from Birmingham City Jail:
"The question is not whether we
will be extremists but what kind of
extremists we will be .. Will we be
extremists of hate or will we be
extremists for love? " Will we be
extremists for the preservation .of
injustice - or will we be extremists
for the cause of justice?''
Women in the 80s should heed
the advice of Dr. King.
Arthur H. Prince

Dear Editor:
Fiesta has arrived! From April
22nd to 25th, the Thirty -·Forth
Ann1.1al Spring Fiesta will take
place.
This year's Fiesta will
probably prove to be the most
impressive ever.
The Fiesta will be held on upper-south Johnson Field. This
Fiesta is a student Fiesta. There
will be 34 student booths out on the
field this year. We will also feature
a western dance in Johnson Gym
Friday the 23rd, and a Spanish
dance in the SUB Saturdy the 24th.
The theme this year is "Fiesta: A
Celebration in Every Language!" lri
keeping with this idea of a
culticultural show, we have
selected a wide variety of music:
we have everything from rock to
reggae, from traditional Japanese
folk to mariachis,
It's going to be a great party!
Hope to see you all there.
Ray A. Garcia, Chairman
ASUNM Fiesta Committee
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WASHINGTON: Ronald Reagan's supply-side economic theories
aren't the only stuff dreams are made of in America. Nor is the
president our nation's only dreamer.
At least 20 million other Americans will reduce some of life's more
difficult problems to absurdly primitive solutions this year. They'll do
it inexpensively by simply losing themselves in one of the .latest
romance novels that seem to be on sale everywhere.
While sociological watchdogs may worry about a culture that
scarfed up $250 million worth of heart-wrenching screed last year,
our brows are far from furrowed. Should there be anything unusual
about a genre that represents more than 40 percent of the nation's
mass paperback market each week? It's like "Fantasy Island", for
just $1.75.
Romance novelists know best that Americans have never had
trouble pretending. We believe in Scrubbing bubbles, the Easter
Bunny, political polls and other illusive images. We cling to the Tidy
Bowl man for security.
For a people Who thrive on make-believe, it only made good sense
to choose, as our leader, a former actor. The White Tornado. Mr.
Goodwrench. He made a challenge look so easy.
But romance industrialists say there's been a change in our
whims: The days of Ingenues falling for brooding tycoons with
chiseled faces are long gone. The famous "he came, he saw, he
conquered" formula has been upstaged somewhat by the Erica
Jongs of the World.
Reports Vivien Lee Jennings, editor of "Boy meets Girl," a weekly
romance trade newsletter, "publishers have begun to shift their
attention from coy 19-year old girls to mature women in more
realistic situations."
As our reporter John Riccardi discovered, the heroine of the latest
romances is usually career-oriented, occasionally divorced or
widowed, and not the type to get pushed around by a man. "None
of 1.1s ever liked heroines who were wimpy and victimized," Judy
Sullivan of Richard Gallen books assured us.
If less bodice-ripping laces the pages of today's pulp press, fewer
Heathcliff types sow up as well. Our hero today is, not surprisingly,
often more sensitive, vulnerable and subject to victimization than
the heroine. When the Modern Man violates a woman, he does so
emotionally; moreover, he'll lose his job, shed tears, eat quiche.
This "realism" is evident in "Glitter Girl," a recently released
Second Chance At Love romance from Jove. Our heroine, Tiffany
Harte, comes home to Cougar Beach after an unuffilling and
meaningless marriage to the wealthy Winchester Regan. She meets
Clay Gossard, a warm, compassionate, sensitive logger (somewhat
of a contradicition, according to our understanding of the vocation)
she once jilted for Regan's megabucks (you see, women can be rats,
too). Can Tiffany convince a heartbroken Clay that she's seen the
errors of her ways? No problem. The new hero's love for the new
heroine conqers all. It's an Ordinary fantasy.
Regulars at drugstore bookstalls know that "historical" romances
still comprise a good chunk of what has traditionally been escapist
fiction for women, Gothic and Victorian settings continue to provide
sure-fire vehicles for lulling the modern mind. Publishers admit,
however, that the more contemporary venues, such as "Cougar
Beach," are chiefly responible for their industry's recent sales surge.
Yet, romance afficionados need not despair. Though the sex roles
are revised and the interludes a bit spicier, the bottom line remains
the same: boy meets girl and, after 180 pages of fighting, they form
a bond more invincible thn Crazy Glue. Nor does the new realism
shatter the lingering Importance of make-believe; endings must
bring a smile to our faces, if only because we won't fall for anything
else
While we've only made a preliminary diagnosis, the medicinal
benefits of reading books which are "all for Jove" should be clear.
Tiffany Harte's last-page revelation (however ungrammatical) that
"nothing else matters as long as there's you and me'' gives one a
few hours of peace in a noisy and chaotic world. It's the cheap
fortune inside the cookie.
Though ardent romance loverswon't soon grow tired of their
repetitive fare, we're not worried. After all, if the president can build
his castles in the air, wny can't the rest of us eat" our IJie in the sky?

hole, if it exists, and the gas
distribution in the galaxy, he said.
The VLA is capable of having
different configurations of the
antennas also . There are more than
100 stations where the VLA an·
tennas can set on concrete pads.
The antennas, each weighing about
450,000 pounds, are moved four
times a year by using a locomotive
device that picks them up, Burns
said.

much more exotic tl!an that," he
said,
The implication is that this radio
source engine is a black hole.
Because of the matter accretion in
the black hole process, a high
conversion of mass into energy is
possible, Burns said,
The center of the Milky Way
galaxy has a similar radio source,
though much weaker than the one
in Centarus A, he said.
"In some cases they can be
''There is also an interesting grouped together in the center. In;
source of gamma ray emission other cases they can be spread out
which is coming from the center of over a large area. It depends very
the(MilkyWay) galaxy," he said.
much on the goals of the ob-.
Gamma rays are higher energy of servation,'' .Burns said.
light.
Burns said this works much like a
"Some of the researchers at zoom lens does on a camera. A
Sandia Laboratories working With closer configuration of the an·
these gamma ray e;>tperiments have lennas in the center will yield a wide
suggested that it could be a black angle view of a large structure. If
you want a high resolution picture,
hole," Burns said,
the antennas are spread out.
Astronomers don't really unAt the center of the facility is a
derstand the engine inside these
control center which houses five
galrudes, but the observatins done
at the VLA in the last few years computers. The position of the
antennas are controlled by one set
have uncovered new information
on these galaxies. For e:>tample, the of computers and data is stored in
another set, Burns said.
VLA observations have shown that
Once the data is collabrated and
radio jets emerging from the centers
edited, the information is fed into
of galaxies are quite common.
another computer where the
"No other telescope in the world contour maps and the false color
has been able to see them as ac· maps are produced, he said.
curately and in as much detail as we
Burns condu.cts observations at
have," Burns said.
the VLA every month-and-a-half
The existence of jets, which on the average. He works with
stream particles into the lobes, has many astronomers in this research
something to do with the black "from California to Boston" as

well as some members of UNM
faculty: Mark Price, department
chairman; Tom Balonek and Ko
Hummel post-doctoral research
associates;
and Mike Zeilik,
associate professor of physics and
astronomy, he said.
"We've been very successful here
at UNM in .getting time on the
VLA. I think we have clearly one of
the top groups in radio astronomy
in the country right now. We've
grown, essentially from nothing a
few years ago, to having a pretty
g 0 od group," B\lrns said.
The VLA is operated by the
National Science Foundation on a
.contract to the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory, which .is a
federally funded organization.
Any qualified astronomer can
make application for observing
time on the VLA. According to Dr.
Burns, a proposal is submitted with
the scientific justification for the
observation. It is reviewed by peers
in the astronomical community,
and if they approve it the time is
granted.
Burns is now working with
optical observations of these active
galaxies at the Kit! Peak Obser·
vatory in Arizona.
"We're looking at the optical
properties with the idea of trying to ·
tie in the optical and radio
properties to get some idea of what
makes these radio sources, what
collimates these jets and what
produces the engine to begin with.
"There are many unanswered
questions," he said.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Fre.e Delivery

$1
$1 ,00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza
Explrea 4-30-82

3920 Central SE
262-1662
Llmltei;l

d~Jfvery area.

©1981 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE
Scholarships of $1000 per month are now b11ing offered by the
Dep11rtmenl of the Navy to exceptional college students with back·
grounds in math, physics, chemistry, engineering. Training leads to
positions in such areas as nuclear power operation and mainte·
nance, research and instructing. Starting salary after graduation
$27,800. Up to $40,000 In four years. Exceptional benefits offered.
College sophomores, juniors, and seniors may apply now. Conlact:

DEPT OF THE NAVY

(505) 766-3895 (collect)

Placement Center Offers Career Advice
Jeff Alexander

when searching for a job, "condensing your life history into two
In less than one month thousands pages" when writing a resume and
of graduating college seniors will putting your best foot forward at a
flood the job market, and while job interview,
In addition to the workshops, the
many well-prepared graduates have
already secured jobs, others have center has a career resource
not even begun to start the im- library,a computerized guidance
information system and a
portantjob searching process.
staff of counselors to
professional
The UNM Career Planning and
assist
students
and alumni in need
Placement Center will offer this
of
career
advisement,
vocational
week the last in a series of mini·
and
acceptable
career
guidance
workshops designed to help those
employment.
concerned about their carees
possibilities.
For mote information visit the
Topics of the one hour center's office located in Mesa
workshops w.ill concentrate on Vista Hall or call277-2131.
selling yourself . to an employer
Orientation and .mini-workshops

scheduled this week at the center:
Tuesday,
10·11 a.m., Career Planning: The
Why's and the How's
Wednesday, 2-3 p.m., The Job
Search: Selling yourself When the
Product Is Yon.
Thursday, 3-4 p.m:,'The Resume:
The Art Of Condensing Your Life
History Into Two Pages.
Friday, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
Orientation to UNM Career
Planning and Placement.

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UNM

Popejoy Ball

Italian Professor to Lecture at UNM
Carlos Morales
A political science professor at
the UNiversity of Rome will lecture
on the "Problems of Italy Today"
this Friday at 3:15 in the Common
Room at Mesa Vista Hall.
Dr. Guiliano Amato is also a
political columnist of the Ltalian
newspaper, "La Republica.'' He is
spending this year as a visiting
scholar at the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for scholars in

Washington, D.C.
Amato is a member of the
National Directory of The Italian
Socialist Party and is currently
writing a book on socialists and
communists in Italy over the last
decade.
The lecture is free and open to
the public and is being sponsored
by the European Studies Program
and the Office of International
Programs and Services.

PRESENT

You haven't really lived until
you've seen it live!

Broadway Musical
SPECIAL OFFER • REMAINING SEATS
BALCONY ONLY · 1h PRICE
TO UNM STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, THURSDAY, APRIL 22 ·8:15PM
AVAILABLE NOW ONLY AT POPEJOY HALL BOX bFFICE.
HURRY! NOT MANY LEFT· HURRY!·
BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM lO AM DAILY
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Hair We Are
11
llll C'cntrnl ucro~s from Pnpcjt1y Hall
1
I
1'/Jis coupon good for your c/Joice of
I
I
1. 20% otr on any service
I
2. KMS Shampoo (value 4.50)
1
1
I
Free with any cut.
1
1
3. KMS Shampoo and conditioner (value 9.00) 1
1
1
. ~Free with perm & cut.
1
on services done bJ' Steve Chavc-1.:
I
·
Good Thru 5-1-82
I
I i\ p~Oil\llllCOI'
1 rrclcrrcd
aII 266 -2272
. 1

1Arts
Records
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How

Does It feel
To Be A

GOLDEN 30?
Happy Blnhday

Another
from
'Bird' land
One Night in Washington, Cllarlle
Parker
Elektra Musician

Royal Prestige

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
in Albuquerque and Santa Fe area.
For more information, come to
Rm 250C of the Sub
Mon. & Tues., Apr. 19th & 20th
10:30 1:00 3:00 or 6:00

Manuel Franco
For many in the audience it was
the thrill of their Jives. The date was
Feb. 22, 1953, the place was the
Club Kavakos in Washington, D.C
and the surprise was the unan·
nounced appearance of legendary
jazz saxophonist Charlie "Bird"
Parker.
The magic of that cool winter
night was captured on tape and has

finally been released on the Elektra
label.
Though by 1953 Bird was past his
peak, on this night he was close
.en,OU!~n to it to make this album of
unrealeased material
worth
Stang ely enough, Bird played this
concert with a plastic saxophone.
Rei! Rodney, Bird's trumpeter for
three years, reported that the Bird
used the plastic sax to replace the
"real" one which he had pawned in
a pinch, "It really didn't matter,"
Rodney said. "He could play a
tom<~to can and make it sound
great."
Bird's ability as a master improvisor highlights this album. As
usual Bird practiced little, if at all,
with the band. But no matter what
the band played, Bird could follow
as if he had played with the !land
for years.
There are some rough parts on
the album - .like the grating
contrast between the tight, almost
machine-like big band and the
loose, high-flying improvision of
Bird - but there are also places
were Bird plays near his tender best.
Probably this is not the best
album to introduce someone to the
Bird. But for Bird fans, One Night
In Washington is an almost invaluable record of a part of Bird's
career that has yet to be completely
examined.

Talent
for
the toilet
Rio, Lee Ritenour
EfektraAsylum

Carl Petersen
The term "commercial music"
generally refers to music designed

for widespread popular appeal however, in some cases, the term
can be taken literally. Although
there are more famous guitarists of
our generation, Lee Ritenour is
certainly the guitar king of the
"Pepsi generation." As the most in
demand session player in America,
he finds himself laying down guitar
tracks for some very important
ketchup and panty hose commercials, As if that weren't enough,
he gets jobs playing with everyone
from Pink Floyd to the incomparable Debbie Boone. One
might well wonder what sort of
swell music this son-of-a-gun sticks
on his own albums,

Women Off to Mt. Sac

I

The cover of Rio shows a picture
of Lee Ritenour looking as. if he just
dumped a bottle of cologne down
his shirt. Like their creator, the
songs on Rio reek of cologne,
slinky shirts and fashionable gold
chains. Ritenour's Captain Fingers
album was tasteful ror its time, but
Rio is a nauseating regression into
the depths of pop-jazz.
It is an album of borrowed songs
and two hour compositions of
sugar-coated pseudo-jazz TV show
schlock, All potentially nice
moments are ruined by Don
Grugin's plinky Rhodes piano and
soap opera violin orchestrations
that seem to whisper "time to go to
the bathroom."

Lee Ritenour's problem is that he
has become too good; he knows too
much theory, has too much experience, and has mastered too
many techniques. When he plays
and composes, nothing is left to
experimentation and spontaneity
because
everything
is
mathematically predetermined by
his emotionally plastic idiom. It
stands to reason that a man who
plays 2,000 studio gigs a year is
going to blow a creative fuse and
end up sounding like he should be
touring the nation's elevators.

Rudd Tops UNM Mark
Steve King
Sports Editor
University of New Mexico track
coach Del Hessel is starting to get
things moving in his program. The
tradition is good and with a little
more time, the talent should
blossom.
Hessel's tracksters were impressive in their showing at the El
Paso Invitational track meet
Saturday. Sophmore Dwayne Rudd
broke a school record and 17 Lob as
had personal bests over the
weekend.
"If they had kept team scores, we
would have finished second,''
Hessel said. "UTEP is and has been
the top track team in the nation for
the past few years. We had a couple
of athletes beat some of them that
Joe:Cavarcua
had never even come close."
One of those athletes was
Ibrahim Hussein who finished
Lobo shortstop Rick Ronquillo tries unsucessfully to chase down Hawaii's Randy lnada who tried to
stelll second basa during the third inning of ths f/T$t.gama ofa doubleheader Monday afternoon. Ths second in the Steeplechase, Hussein
was sandwiched between four
Lobos won both games, 6-5 and 17-9.
Miners and finished with a time of
8:48.4. Hessel feels that the sophmore is one of tht best
steeplechasers in the nation.
Rudd, who is another sophmore,
broke the school mark of 52'9"
which was held by Chuck Steffes
1972. Rudd's 53'4" triple
since
the semifinal round by a 16-6 a one minute halftime period.
Karen R. McAlpin
good· for second place.
jump
was
margin, however the Albuquerque
He
also
was
third in the 100 meters,
The ONM Brujos Rugby Aardvarks outscored the Brujos 21with
a
time
of
10.5.
The
Brujos
finished
fourth
in
last
Football Club finished second at 6, giving the UNM team second
Other good finishes for UNM in
7's
year's
competition
in
the
the 1982 Rio Grande Invitational place.
the .meet which featured some of
tournament.
7's Tournament in Las Cruces over
There were a total of 15 teams
thw weekend.
entered in the competition.
The Brujos shut out the Las
The competition at the 7's
Cruces Black Hogs by a score of 12o, they also blanked El Paso 20·0 "tournament differed from normal
and the Las Cruces Chilies 38-0. rugby competition in that only
The only Joss by the Brujos in the seven players are us.ed compared to
preliminary competition was to the 15 used in regular rugby comDenver Barbarians.
petition.
Official game time for the
The Brujos defeated Portales in tournament was seven minutes and

Brujos Rugby Club Takes Second in "7 s"

Earn

$230 per week

"New" Chapparals Picked for Upcoming Year

Theater

Moving into the spotlight

Discover Our Spring
Renaissance
Feminine Attire
Sign of the Pampered Maiden
29.37 Monte Vista N.E.
( neor the University)

11101 Menoul N.E.
(Foothills Shopping Center)

Eddie Tafoya
Stevie
"The Whottex 1" said the man atthe cocktail party.
"Not the Whattex, the Vortex," says the actor,
noticing this man really doesn't want to talk about
matters as trivial as off-off-Broadway theater in
Albuquerque.
"Oh, I've heard of that place, isn't that where Jigg' s
pool room used to be?"
Suddenly the actor's eyes light up, "Yeah! That's
the place, y'know it?"
"Sure I do! I used to go to Jigg's aU the time.
Damn, I sure miss that place."
Ocurrances such as this were not uncommon when
the Vortex first started way back in 1976; but this is
'82 - - and the story has changed, probably not in
content, but certainly in frequency.
If their current show "Stevie'' is any kind of indication, atleast in Albuquerque, "The Vortex" will
soon become a household word.
The Vortex, kind of a little hole-in-the-wall
across the street from Godfather's Pizza on Buena
Vista SE, is an. ever-changing group actors, directors,
and technicians.
Together, these people craft some of Albuquerque's
finest stage productions, and their current
show, "Stevie" - about British poetess Stevie Smith
~is among the best of them.
This play, which is but one example of a Vortex
presentation, features exquisite acting. The small caSt
(Susanna Price as Stevie; Walt Boyd as two of her
lovers and the narrator; and Penny PoWell a5 Stevie's
aunt) perform Hugh Whitemore's script of allusions,
apostrophes, time leaps, and poetry with
professionalism and confidence.
The expressions of diffidence, ambilvalence, hate,
Jove, loss, pain ~ all of emotions which make up the
text of this play~ come across powerfully, poingantly
and believably.
Though Boyd and Pwell give credible perfonnances,
"Stevie" is definitely susanna Price's show. Ms.
Price's performance pulsates with endless empathy
and compassion for the multi-dimensional character
of the poetess. Sometimes Stevie is alittle girl;

sometimes she is an old lady; sometimes she's a man:
sometimes a murderer; sometimes innocent,
promiscuous or morbid; and sometimes she's all of
this at the same time.
And it's striking, it's moving, and it's compelling to
see the glimmer in Stevie's chocolate-brown eyes as
she stands, center stage, and delves deeply into her
life, her work and her fears.
The stage and seating Space of the tiny theater
beautifully enhance the performance with an intimacy
that a larger space would only give to the first few
rows of people,
Though it true that Stevie is probably one of the
better shows the Vortex has done, the production is
typical of the Vortex. It's something new (in fact this
production of "Stevie is the first non~ptofessional
production in NorthiAmerica) and it utilizes one of
Albuquerque's greatest natural resources--its acting
talent.
"We hope to grow," said Boyd, who is also a
member of the board of directors, "Of course we'd
like better lights and a bigger space and better
equipment--we could do a lot more if we had those
things.

The 1982-83 Chaparrals have
been chosen. The Chaparrals dance
at UNM football and basketball
games. New members Alyssa Kudo,
Ellen Rentfro, Joanne Stefan and

Regina Tibbetts will join Dianna C.
Chavez, Diane L. Chavez, Kathie
Duggin, Cindy Harvey, Tammy
Kern and Kathie Lawson will make
encore performances.
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Seven members of Tony San·
doval's UNM women's track team
have qualified to participate in the
Mount Sac Invitational in Walnut,
Calif. this weekend.
The seven making the trip to one
of the most prestigious relay meets
in the nation are Margaret Metcalf,
Regina Dramiga, Sylvie Velay, Lisa
Mitchell, Kristi Rapp, Barbara Bell
and Terry Helleck.
Metcalf and Dramiga qualified in
the 800 meter run. Velay and
Mitchell will participate in the 1500
meter run, while Rapp will compete
in the 5000 meter run. Bell will take
part in the 200 meter dash and
Helleck will throw in the shot put

event.

Va/valine.
Malibu Grand Prix
Intramural Competition

1981-1982

Formula auto racing. It's a sport that has been watched by millions
around the vvorld. Yet, only a select few halie experienced the sen;
sation of powering a formula car through the twisting turns of a
race track. But now, Vcll1101ine and Malibu Grand Prix bring the
excitement of real formula racing to your college campus.

Contact the intramural office for more information.

We Invite you to a study
of the life of Jesus The Messiah
Tonight - Tuesday Evening • 7:30pm
Room 250E upstairs In the SUB

What: U of NM Valvoline Malibu Grand Prix
Where• Malibu Grand' Prix, 4865 Pan American Fwy NE,
• Albuquerque
Who: All Students, Faculty, Staff
When: SaturdaY,Aprif 24, I tam

Entry Fee: s6.5o
SignUpAt:

"We want to stay progressive, we Want to keep
trying different things; we want to stay intimate, and
versatile. 1 think our audience really apreciates things
like that."
The Vortex, since its conception in 1976, has stayed
versatile and Stevie is only part of this versitility. The
works of Shakespeare, Woody Allen, Samuel Becket~,
and Lanford Wilson have all graced the Vortex's
space, as have the words of local playwrights Grub
Graebner, Harry Wilson, and Mark Medoff.
All thiftgs aside, however, the finest attribute of the
Vortex is what Ernest Hemingway in For Whom the
Bell Tofls called cojones- which politely translates
to guts).
This is the trait that makes "Stevie" work. This is
one of the reasons why the Vortex has not been the
subject of a bad review for the last seven months.
. Its courage. Its guts ~ and a lot of people ate
beginning to appreciate that.

the top athletes in the southwest
were: Ibrahim Kivina (14:06,2) for
second in the 5,000 meters, Mike
Wood (1:54,3), which placed the
freshman in third.
Freshman Richie Martinez
finished fifth in the I 500 meters
with a time of 3:53.7, while sophmore steeplechaser Alan Jankunas
came in fourth with a 9:24 time.
Fidelis Ndyabagye finished fourth
in the long jump (;?.4'8").
Next on the agenda is the Mt. Sac
Relays for Hessel's group. 14
Lobos will venture to one of the top
relays in the nation. The rest will
travel to Chihuahua for a meet
which the UNM Latin American
Studies department set up.

Classified Advertising
Tells Everybody ! ! !
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Classified
Advertising
LOST: CHF.STER, A large orangish golden/collie
cross. Belongs to an elderly woman that relies on him
for pn;>tection. Any information concerning his
where·abouts call 25~·7591.
4/20
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Camp~s Poiico
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

1. Personals
6 AND Q..TODAYJII, •

4/20

7B=o=u~T=-~ro~n~
~A~C~CU~RA~TE~~~N~F=O~R~M~A7TI~O~N~.-A

traception, sterilization, abortion. Rlaht to Choose.
294..()171.
tfn
PREGN;.NCY TESTING 4 COUNSELING. Phone
247·9819.
tfn
('ONTAC'l'S·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical('ompany on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WI': JJOT PIS'J'IUIIUTOJIS, l'rescriplion eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
timlcss. $54.50 (regular $65.00), Pay Lm Opticians,
1007 Memtul N.E .. across from LalleUes.
tfn
ONJ.Y $~.35, TWO f;tml·frcsh eggs, two homemade
•hem leal free sausage pallies, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 n. m. Morning OloryC'afe. Corner
uf(lirnrd, Central and Monte Viita 268-7040.
tfn
$5 IIUYSJIEST 'I'll' of the week, Daily l.obowill PAY
$5 for the best ncwfi tip we tcc~h·c ev~ry Week.
Sources c~n remain confidential, but EditQr must
have your name to pay winner. 277-5656, ask for
Newsroom.
tfn
CJJINt~'iF. BUHt:T, CIIF..API All you can eat,
Lund1 $3.4S, Supper SMO, Sunday Brunch $3.45.
Jao·Jno's Place, SOOO Central Ave. SB.
tfn
11ASSPORT PHOTOS, LOWK'iT prices! Pleasant
pt~tttrcs! 123 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call
fifll, 265·.1323.
tfn
f'RE~; MONt:Y t'OR students. Act now for fall
scmc\ter. For informaHo.n, write Computex ACS,
Suite 211, 160 Washington SE, Albuquerque, NM
R7l08.
4/21
FORMING ACOUSTIC BAND. Need irnprov.:
woo<iwinds, percussion. Cal J Phn 293·3229.
4/20
I.OST: CIIF.STF.R, A large orangisll golden/collie
cross. llclongs to an elderly woman that relies on him
for protection. AnY information concerning hi$
where-abouts call256·7591.
4/20
I'AI•t:RJJACKS, MAG;.ZINES, RECORDS
<'umlle$, half price always at Half Price Books
Central at University.
4/28
PLAYBOY PENTHOUSE PLAYGIRL Oul99 cents
with Student ID. Half Price Books, Records,
Magllllnes. Central at University.
4/28
FOU.OWERS OF TilE Chronicles of Thomas
Covenant: the new Stephan Donaldson, The One
Tree now at UNM Bookstore;
4/21
IIAPPV 20TII DIRTIIDAY Cathy 0.1111 Love
Sherr!, Barbara, Cathy, Anna, Lauri, Dorothy,
Ptannn , • , etc.
4/20
SATYRA··CONGRATULATIONS ON Graduation!
Come work fllr urGuaranteed 50.000/year, IDM.
4/20
l't:Rn:cr MOTIIER'S DAY Oiftl Mom Worth
$19.9~7 lleautiful outdoor S by 7 black and white
portrait, 6 Wallet-sizers. S37.SO value! A·
Plwtographer (Allen Madans), Call265·2444 or come
to 123 Wellesley SE, corner or Silver, Short walk
from UNM.
4/23

2. Lost & Found
SJOO Rt:WARD mR return of Pit Bun puppy male,
4 and a half months, 25 lbs. Black and gold brindle,
uncut ears. Lost 4·6·82. 888-4750 after 5:30. No
questions.
4/26
BLACK/DROWN CAT with. brown stripe down
nose. Maple NE/Orand area, Please hurry! We miss
her. Brian, 843·6088.
4121
IU "IIOOKST()Rt; TIIIEF," God will supply your
needs better than stealing can, You can keep the
baclcpack but I need the contents, esp. my "KEYS."
"NlKI." x3687, X224l.
4/20
LOSTll HE;.RT TO room 101. Immediate contact
from one responsible greatly appreciated, Substantial
reward.
4121

3. Services
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Ottitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
TYPING·PROFF.SSIONAL QUALITY pront\l at
Kinko/Pronto; T.LC nt no ~xtra charge. We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
A·l TYPISTS·TERM papers, resumes299·8970.
4/30
PR(U'Ji'.SSIONAL TYPING.
REASON;.BLE.
Extensive secretarial experience. IDM Selectric J\(.
299-6256 or 299,2676. Free pick up and delivery on
most order>.
4/21
GARilENllRS ..START F..ASY with Tim's tilling.
Rptotilling, manure, clean·up, 268·6510,
4130
PROFF..SSIONAL EDITING, 'I'F;RM papers, theses,
dissertations. Ail subjects. Call Linda: 281-1795,
4/20
QUALITY TYPING. I,OMAS /Tramway area. 85
cents/page, 299-1355.
4128
QA TYPING SF.RVICf;: a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, charts and tables. 345-2125,
4/27
TYPING-· FAST, ACCURAU:, reasonable, Cassette
Transcription. 247·2S83.
SIS
TEN DOLLARS··RESUMES ten dollars.
Professional Company. 265·1551.
tfn
INTERVIEWING1 ARE YOU prepared? Com·
petition Is tQugh. Learn the most eflective In·
terviewing skills at our Interviewing Techniques
Workshop. Student Rates! Albuquerque Resume
Service. 2S6-7608.
4/21
TYPF.WRJTt:R JONES IS buekl Professional service
at competitive rates on Selectric. Call268·7257. 4/21
TYI'ING, IDM SELECTRIC, 268•7002.
4/22
WORD PROCESSING STUDENT rates, letter
perfect, fast, Inexpensive. Albuquerque Resume
Service256-7608.
4/23
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS299·1240.
4/30
24 IIOUR TYPING, term papers, thesis,
manuscripts, 881•0628 Jean, after6:00 pm.
5/12
TUTORING 101 AND 102 English, Paper editing
and revising. Call McLean 247·9083.
4/23
PROH.SSIONAL TYPING SERVICE reasonable
4/22
rates 888·3109.
Nf:ED TYPING DONE? Call Virginia day or
evenings at 296·3096.
4130

A CLEAN WELL-KEPT country horne, SISO, wilh
fenced yard! Kids, pets o,k,I262-J75L
4/19
GARAGE/WORKSHOP, ACREAGE.ll $140 home.
262-l?,Sl.
4/19
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom house in Northeast heights, 294·0354 after

mt

~~~

NICE ONE fiR 2 blocks from UNM w/g, Paid $175
with 6mo. lease, After 6:00p.m. 265·3839.
4/22
BEAUTIFUL TWO OR Threebedroom house, 1 and
one half baths, fenced yard, fireplace, garage, car.
port; near UNM; $39S .QO; 2SS·4009 or 345·5979.
4/23
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft, office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881-~974.
lfn
FOR RENT: 116 Cornell S.E. 2 bdrm, 1 bath house.
CAll L11rry or Dllrothy, 265-9542 or ennlngs 881·
3974,
tfn
IIALF BLOCK UNM furnished one \>edroom tWin or
double $235 includes utilities, Varsity House 268·
052~.
.
~/2
HOMF.LIKE 2 BEDROOM, enclosed yard, fireplace,
washer hook-up $225, 299.8543..
4/23
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY Apartment $120; I
bedroom, $150, Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf CO\Irsc. Close to UNM and TV!, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256-7748.
5/10
IJ;.Lt' BLOCK UNM. four bedroom furnished house
$450 268·0525.
613
NEED ROOMMA.TE SUMMER semester $130,00
Dan or Max 242-4536.
4/23

5. ForSale
FO.R SALE: ALFALFA $3.00 per bale first, second,
and third cuttings. Will deliver within a 10 mile radius
for $3.~0 per bale. Call 873·0372,
4/30
1973 TOYOTA CELICA, Newly rebuilt upper
englr.e. New rear tires. Good conditio!J, $2,000. 292·
4494, evenings,
4/20
STEREO SANSUI RECJ':IVER, JVC turntable,
Jerome speakers, $300 Includes eabinet. Call M·W·F
betwcet18Um·l2pm. 277-5868,
4/20
RCA COLOR TELEVISION $75, men's Scott boots
9·10, $50. 277-538S.
4120
1974 DATSliN 8·210. New paint job. Good con·
dition $2,000, 277-4080.
4/20
1971 VW BUG Ask for Jim nfter6;00pm •. 268·1082.
4/21
1981 ODYSSEY MOPED like nrw. $22S, 268-3812.
4/2i
V;.MAfiA CL;.SSICAL GUIT;.R with hard lined
case, $7~. Large gird cage, $SO or best offers. 266IWL
4/21
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD SIAM Journal Prog
Arch scientific mags, 99 cents with student !D. 1-!alf
Price llooks. Central at Unlv.
4128
LIKJ':SF.LLJNG MY soull Bui must sell, Fischer RC·
4 Downhill racing skis, 223cm,. Italian national team
stocl(, never drilled fof bindings. Call242·4688 after 6
pm.
tfu

Marron Hall,
rUetw£•ert Uiolo/!,y mul.fmmwli.'lm at l'ali.' ;!;..• U(•tlmuloJ

COWJ10Y SHIRTS-55; three for $12-used excellent
condition-Kaufmans, A real Army Navy Store. 504
\'ale SE. 256-0000,
4/21
MLLOONSI BALLOONS!. HAVE Bubbles the
Clown deliver a helium baloon bouquet for special
occasion. Birthdays, ~nniversaries. new baby and
specid days. 292-0487.
5/10

9. Las N oticias
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
tfn
UNM DAI.LROOM DANCE ClUb's spring formal,
8:00·11 :00, April 30th. Live aallroom band and
refreshments provided, Info. 865-7$54, 881-3087,
247-1943.
4/30
VISIT TilE ASA Gallery SW regional, photo shoW
through April23. Hours 11·4, M·F.
4/23
GLSU/COMMONBOND WILl- cosponsor "Sharing
the Secret," Sunday, 18 April, 7:00 pm, SUa
Theater, $2,00.
4/21
GAY AND .LESBIAN Student Union (OLSU): a
urologist will speak on gay health Tui'Sday, 20 April,
7!30 pm,SUB2SOC.
4/21
TRAILBUZERS MEETS TODAY, Tuesday April
20th 7:00 p.m. Student Union Building sprlns fiestas
final plans.
4/W

I·----------------.'
PIZZA SPECIAL!
I
1
I
1
I
I
1
I

2 Slices of'cheeZe pizza &
1 of your favorite toppings
1.56

Beer & Wine, Sun. too.

• ., lU
~-···
Call 261·7023
I.C*) , . . , . .

ACROSS
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P
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ARMY-NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE
256-0000

1I

I
1
I

PizdzAdci1v
. _____________
_
.
127 Harvard S.E.

fD ·!J:.J()IffJ/f-F/ll

10 •f. SAT

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUULE

15 years m photography

,Please place the followmg class1fted advertiSement tn the New Mex1co Daily Lobo
__ limes(s) begmntng
, under the headmg (ctrcle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Servtces; 4. Houst.ng; 5.' For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous

11( per word per day for five ot more consecutive days

8. Miscellaneous

$50.00 plus film and processing

New Mexico Daily Lobo

17' per word, $1.00 minimum charge

VISIT OUR NEWLY opened beautiful intersection al
Central and University and save cash at Half Price
Books, Records and Magazines.
4/2~
J)RIVER NEEDED TO drive 1981. Datsun plck·up
with air-conditioning, (ape de~.k. camper. Must b~
qeJivcrcd to east eo!lst l;>y May 12th or 13th. Also 11eed
driver tC> drive back same in mid·I\Ugust. 242·7228,
tfn

Let Pacer Photogcaphtc save your memories
tn pictures. Call lor details

TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near ONM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities pald, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and dlswsal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room nnd laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfri
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $190/mo., all utilities paid, Sl25 security
deposit, Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilhles. No children or pets, Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
STOREt'RONT
BETWEEN
DOWN·
TOWN/UNIVERSITY $175, 243·3447, Schwartz.
4/20
IT'S o;.cK 0!'1 the market, 10'~0' adobe house,
SIOO plus utilities. Larger one bedroom $165 plus
utilities. Cal1293·1070 after 5:00pm.
4/20

Makers of Ham1made
Indian J
OLD

PART·TIME J.OB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone calls please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 l.omas Nil, ~516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVERSEAS, IIOU$TON, DALLAS! $20,0()0 to
$50,000 possible. For job information call: 602-998.
0426, Dept. 0924, open Sundays.
4/29
JOB SEARCHING TECIINIQUES, 4-ho"r classes,
$)S, 265-7551.
tfn
JOB SEARCHING? TRY Job Opportunity Bet•
terment Services. 265·7551,
tfn
UNIQUE UILINGUAL, BICULTURAL school on
Navajo Reservation, 60 miles NW of Chinle, Ariz.
Needs ESL/EFL teacher at junior high level and high
school math/science teacher; E~cellent pay, benefits.
Call Rita,!l81·3207,
·
4120
COUNSELOR/SPECIALISTS: PERSONS talented
In fine arts, crafts, music education, creative
dramatics, sports and games. Enjoy relating with
~hildren. Summer
youth recreation program.
40hrs/wk. 12 weeks. 3,35 per hr. Susan Hughes,
v.w.c.A. 293·7400.
4/21
CROSSROADS MOTEL, 1001 Central NE. Needs a
night desk clerk, 242·2757,
4/22
SUMMER F.MPLOYMENT AVAILABLE in
Alb~querque and Sante Fe. Earn $230.00 per week,
Come to 250C SUB Mon. or Tues. April 19th, 20th
I0:30·1:00or3:00or6:00.
4120
WANTED: PART TIME Secretary for small
Metaphysical Boot> Publishing Company. Hours
nexlble. Payment part cash, part trade .units at Local
Barter CompanY• Call Skip at 293·1S08 mornings
before 9:45a.m. (no smokers!).
4/26
~;AJtN $20 • $30 RAISING funds for ACORN this
Saturday. Call247-9792 from 9:00·3:00.
4/26

SPRING WEDDING
SPECIAL

4. Housing

-..rag on

6. Employment

7. Travel

.IICINnWII. Nl

821-6178

Covered

DF.SPERATEI FORCED. TO Sell. Nikon SOOrnm
mirror, f8. Brand new, ~se<l ool'e. Includes 4 filters
andleathe{case, $325. Call242-4668 after6 prn. tfn
BERTIN C35 64CM red 1980 mQdel best ()ffer over
$400.00. 265·5490 evenings.
4/23
MOTORCYCLE 1979 KA WASAIU 2SO dirt· street 65
mpg$925 :ZSS-2016. Dave,
4/23
YAI\IAIIA 500 EXCF.LLENT school transpmtalion
1975 asking$750,00Art242-0842,
4/26
FOR SALE: DIAMOND. wedding set, diamond
dinner ring, Indian jewelery, be~tls. 897·0039. 4/26
FOR MU<;: NEW backpacks,'tenls, 897·0039, 4/26
1977 .SUZUKI GS750 22000 Ml $1300 O,B,O. 242·
3079,
4/26

49 Opera
WEDNESDAY'S
highlights
PUZZLE SOLVED
1 One-humper 50 Binary
6 Deceits
52"- -Ia
11 Footwear
. guerra"
units: Abbr. 56 Whopper
14 Flavoring
57 Subsequently F-E~F--F.:.e-1~ "'i:i!!t~Et::i
15lmplicit
60 Relative
"'
16 Japanese
61 Legal
coin
62 Diatoms
17 For now
63 Pass catcher
19 Eggs
64 Gives out
20 Asterisk
65 Irritable
21 Mine
products
DOWN
22 Casanova
1 Angoras
24 Salamanders 2 DIU
26 Limited
3 Ancient
weight
27 Delight
4 True copies 26 Reality
30 Ragged
41 Bridge frame
32. Friendship
5 Grassland
27 Sita's mate 42 Nobleman
331nstruct
6 Excites
28 Actor
44 Turkish title
34 Sprite
7 Enjoy
Jannlngs
45 Strong
37 USSR towns 8 Experts
29 Inamorata:
46 Untrue
38 "Cheers!"
9 1/1000th
.2words
47 The Hunter
39 Leg part
inch
30 "This vale of 48 Alliances
40Total
10 Chic
50 Numeric
"
41 Bide
11 Rhode Island 31 Untroubled
prefix
42 Decrees
city
33 Ripped
51 Single thing
43 Comedies
12 Fastener
35 Allows
53 Work units
45 Upright
13 Inveigle
36 Exploit
54 Office copy
46 "Lest we
18- bag
38 Delicacy
55 Those ones
23 Single
-"
39 Singer Nat
58 Pronoun
48 Twitch
25 Take a plane
59- cat

